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WG Status: Goals and Milestones

- Documents published
  - Requirements document (Informational)
  - Framework document (Informational)
- Submitted to IESG
  - Model document (Proposed Standard)
  - Protocol document (Proposed Standard)
  - MIB document* (Proposed Standard)
- Not Done yet
  - Applicability statement (Informational)
  - Formal definition of controlled objects (Info?)
The last 4 years...

• Three different protocol proposals  
  – Merged end of 2004
• Inter-dependency between MIB, Protocol and Model
• Many revisions based on feedback
• 2-3 known existing implementations  
  – basic interop of draft protocol version 1
Whither ForCES?

- All 3 drafts currently on IESG queue are slotted for Proposed Standard
- Applicability statement
  - To be re-released soon after IETF72
- TML
- Some basic LFBs
- Any New Work